Press release
Four long-term Informatec employees participate in the
company
Four long-term employees of the BI specialist Informatec GmbH, headquartered in
Muttenz, have acquired 35% participation in the company, thus complementing the
management team. Thanks to their strategy focused on business intelligence, launched
in 2015, growth at Informatec has been registered in double figures in recent years. This
transaction will help to further accelerate the successful implementation of this strategy
and continue the growth trajectory.
Muttenz, April 27, 2017 - With the incorporation of four long-term employees into the company's
circle of shareholders, Informatec strengthens their entrepreneurial leadership and underpins
the planned growth of the company. "Our new partners have proved themselves as leading
employees at Informatec over many years and have contributed decisively to today's stronger
market position," explains Rino Mentil. "We also thought the time had come to share corporate
responsibility and the prospects of further opportunities arising in the future", continues
Margarida Mentil, co-founder and Head of Finance.
Entire management team composed of shareholders
With the inclusion of the four new partners, a complete management team has been created out
of the company's shareholders. Philipp Manto is joining as Head of Operations & Services,
Christian Fischer as Head of Sales & Business Development, Flávio Soares as Head of
Solutions & Technology and Oliver Ruf as Head of Consulting & Projects. Rino Mentil remains
the company CEO.
An excellent basis for further growth
With the inclusion of the four new partners, Informatec has an excellent basis to further
implement its vision for 2020. At the centre of this vision for the future is the transformation into
a product-oriented service company on the basis of their own individual standard BI platform
iVIEW, developed in-house, along with the corresponding development of a market-leading
position in the Basel area. “True to our motto 'Experience the sense of tomorrow’, we have
already taken a step further and developed the main tenets of our company up until 2025." Thus
Rino Mentil describes the visionary participation process of the founders. "This decision will help
us to bring additional pace and dynamism into our development and, above all, to take even
more advantage of the momentum of the rapidly evolving market for business intelligence
solutions," concludes Rino Mentil.

Further information
Informatec Ltd.liab.Co., Rino Mentil, Freidorf 151, CH-4132 Muttenz
Mobile +41 79 667 99 88, Tel. +41 61 826 80 88, Fax +41 61 826 80 81, rm@informatec.com,
www.informatec.com

About Informatec:
With a clear focus on business intelligence, Informatec has established itself as a specialist
consultant for bespoke implementation of comprehensive BI solutions for analysis, reporting and
planning. The company from the Basel area, founded in 1998, is considered a BI innovator for
sophisticated SME and major clients and counts leading companies among a continuously
growing client base. With its need-oriented services, Informatec helps provide limitless access
to the numerous benefits of their proprietary BI platform iVIEW, based on Qlik and Jedox. Their
service range includes consulting, design and custom development, as well as implementation
and training, maintenance and support.

The four new partners after "closing the deal", from left to right: Flávio Soares, Philipp Manto,
Christian Fischer, Oliver Ruf and the founder and CEO Rino Mentil. Margarida Mentil is absent
from the picture.

